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Good Afternoon

In this newsletter:
- Data: People are bewildered and fearful.  Are you?
- Internet Blackouts - it could happen 
- Registering a new GOV.UK domain name?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Data: People are bewildered and fearful.  Are you?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Many people have no idea what companies do with their data, and they feel bewildered and fearful:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-37476335

We at Seiretto spend a great deal of time behind the scenes securing your data, and your data is never shared or
exported out of the EEC.  All your personal data is encrypted; your personal passwords are ONE-WAY encrypted
using SHA256.  This means your personal passwords will never be at risk of being revealed (at least with current
technology, and we upgrade such systems as better new securing techniques emerge).

Also, if our database was compromised (this has never happened to us) your personal data is encrypted.  As you
will be aware there are several other online organisations where their databases of passwords have been
leaked/compromised, quite often the issue is due to many other providers STILL STORING YOUR PERSONAL
PASSWORDS IN PLAIN TEXT - this is dangerous to all involved.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Internet Blackouts - it could happen 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
You have tested your website, you have checked your host, you have renewed your domains and hosting accounts
and all is working fine.

But the next day your website is not working, neither is your email; nothing is working on The Internet... 
It could happen:
https://www.lawfareblog.com/someone-learning-how-take-down-internet

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Registering a new GOV.UK domain name
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
We have registered many new gov.uk domains during the last 15 years.  We can assist and guide you to attain the
domain you wish to use.

Throughout the registration process we guide and inform you at each stage ensuring the registration is completed in
good time.
For more details see:  http://govhost.uk/choosing_domain_names/ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thank you for reading, please let us know if you have any queries, niggles, or questions?  Just reply now....

Missed a newsletter?  Copies of most of them are online here:
http://www.seiretto.com/newsletters/

Seiretto Sales.
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